GOODWOOD
Installation & Handling Guidelines

SOLID TIMBER STRIP FLOORING

Thank you for purchasing a Goodwood Tongue and Groove (T & G) Solid Timber Strip Floor. This product, with its natural beauty and durability,
is produced from the same high grade timber that valuable furniture is manufactured from, adding warmth and value to homes, commercial

cover width

Solid Timber 19mm Strip Flooring is primarily designed as a structural product for installation over
thickness

Goodwood Flooring is produced in 65, 85, 108 and 133mm cover widths x 19mm in thickness (Fig 1).

Secret Nail 65mm & 85mm Only (Fig 1)

wider than 85mm cover are not suitable for “secret nailing”
and must be “face/top nailed” (Fig 2).

Secret Nailing:

Boards over 85mm must not be secret nailed - Top nail only

to the joist (refer Fig 7) and are covered by the groove of
the adjacent board.

(Fig 2)

Top Nail: Boards over 85mm must be top/face nailed with two nails through the face surface to the joist (Fig 6).
End Matched:
other which run adjacent to the T&G on the sides of the boards. End matched boards reduce the amount of cutting as they do not require docking and joining over
joists as is required for plain end (P/E) boards (refer Fig 4).

Grades:
These are determined by the amount of natural characteristics in the board.

Moisture, Storage & Preparation
Moisture:
ambient conditions throughout coastal Australia, it is a starting point only. Timber being a natural product will move in response to its environment. As the timber
adjusts to its new location, its moisture content changes to equalise with the surrounding atmospheric conditions. Changes in temperature and humidity brought

the timber be acclimatised where it is to be laid in its normal long-term working environment (heaters, air conditioning should be operational and direct sunlight

moisture meter. Acclimatising at a humid or wet time of the year, where the EMC is high, can result in boards contracting during months of low humidity. When laying
during these times, it is recommended to apply a coating that allows for movement.

Storage and Preparation:

Only install in a
and construction.
fully waterproof building. Roof and other external cladding should be complete with windows and external doors installed and wet trades completed.

Adequate
will expand, resulting in cupping and lifting of the boards. Where ground conditions are damp and the potential for additional sub-soil drainage limited, the installation

Installation
Expansion Gap:
expansion gaps. These can be located in door thresholds in line with elements such as stairs, or

intermediate
expansion joint
minimum 10mm
expansion gap

Laying Boards & Joints:
with end matched joins not occurring in adjacent boards within the same span between joists
(Fig 4). Plain end boards should be joined over a joist with joins spaced a minimum of 450mm apart

(Fig 3) Edge gap & intermediate expansion joint.

Cramp Boards Tight:

Top/face nail boards should be cramped up in sections no greater than 900mm at a time. For
secret nailing, cramp each board tight or use specialist nailing guns.

Fixing
(Fig 4) End matched joints should be staggered and
are not to occur in adjacent boards within the same span.

Top/Face Nailing:
edge of the board. Nails should be punched to a minimum of 3mm below the surface of the boards,
or where joints are butted together it is recommended that nail holes be pre-drilled to 80% of the
nail diameter.
(Fig 5) Butt joints over joists should be staggered and
are not to occur in adjacent boards on the same joist.

Secret Nailing - not suitable for boards wider than 85mm:
When secret nailing, boards 85mm and under are fastened to the joist/substrate through the tongue
the groove side of the next board is inserted over the tongue of the nailed board covering the nail,
hence secret nailed. Pneumatic secret nail guns are now commonly used which cramp the board
and inserts a nail in a single motion.

Nail Fixing Requirements:
joists are set out below (Table 1) (note: longer length nails required for softwood). Fixing for plywood

Nail Sizes for 19mm T&G Flooring

TABLE 1

(Fig 6) Top Nail.
Nailing

Softwood joists, Particle board

Hardwood & Cypress joints

Plywood substrate (15mm min thickness)

Hand driven

65 ž 2.8mm bullet head

50 ž 2.8mm bullet head

Machine driven

65 ž 2.5mm

50 ž 2.5mm

a) 32x16 or 38x16 gauge chisel point staples
b) 38x2.2mm nails at 300mm spacing
c) 30x2.2mm nails at 200mm spacing

(Fig 7) Secret Nail.

Glue used in addition to correct nailing:
specialist elostomeric glues/adhesives such as Bostik Ultraset. DO NOT USE HARD SETTING GLUES.

Alternative Substrates:

sizes similar to softwood and ensure nails penetrate into joists.

Floor Finishes:
CAUTION:
movement of individual boards. This can cause several boards to stick together and any shrinkage will result in these boards forming a panel and moving together.
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